Comparative and scaling aspects of heart and body weights with reference to blood supply of cardiac fibers.
Relative heart weight (RHW) differs in vertebrates with the ratio 1:20 between extremes (bottom bound fishes--Pleuronectidae--and birds). When plotting heart weight (HW) against body weight (BW) one obtains channels which contain not only vertebrates of the same classes (poikilotherms, small and big mammals and birds) but also animals belonging to different classes: tuna fish data are located in the "small mammalian channel" together with data of large tropical snakes while large mammals (upwards 4000 g) belong to the "bird channel". Reasons for such groupings are not clear and physical activity seems not to be the only reason. When comparing active and non active vertebrates one finds that the RHW is as a rule greater in physically more active poikilotherms and homoiotherms. The RHW is also higher in wild than in domesticated forms the differences appearing after weaning (wild vs laboratory rat). In spongy type of myocardium the growth of cardiac fibers results in restriction of the blood flow through lacunae and the contact between endothelial cells lining growing strands of musculature probably provokes formation of capillaries. The appearance of mixed type of myocardium (outer compact and inner spongy compartments) is not bound to the water to land transition since it occurs also in some fishes; it does not occur or is rare in amphibia and is frequent in reptiles. The compact outer layer comprises a different proportion of the cardiac wall volume (5-73%). Metabolic differences were described between cardiac cells in compact and spongy compartments.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)